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Through its regular ascertainment process, River 
Radio Ministries has determined that the 

following issues were important to the 
Columbus, Ohio and surrounding communities 

in the 1st QUARTER of 2018: 

Concerns: 
Economy/Jobs 
Education 
Crime / Public Safety 
Health 
Infrastructure 
Financial 
Government 

 
 
 

2018 Public Affair Programming 
River Radio Ministries 

 

STATION SHOW    HOST   DAY  TIME  

WCVO-FM Weekend Magazine  Jon Fuller  Sunday 5am-6am  

WCVO-FM      Keep the Faith   Various  Sunday 6am-12pm 

 

 



Program Schedule 
 

Weekend Magazine 
Sunday 5:00am – 6:00am 

 
WCVO-FM airs a weekly program, Focus on the Family’s “Weekend Magazine” 
to address issues of significant importance for the residents of Columbus, Ohio 
and the metropolitan area. This weekly 60 minute public affairs show airs on 
Sunday from 5:00 am – 6:00 am.   
 
January 6, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
You CAN understand your teen…and how they think! You’ll learn what’s going on in your teen’s brain 
from a neurological perspective, how to understand their emotions, and the impact of puberty and 
hormones. 
 
January 13, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
When you think about family devotions, it may strike fear in you. But, don’t worry. You’ll get some 
practical help and encouragement to gather at dinner time and dialogue with your kids about spiritual 
matters. Jonathan and Kanika Evans will share about their family experience. Also, have you ever felt like 
you were in the “daily grind” of marriage? We plan to change that perspective, as we explore how to 
bring fun and laughter back into your relationship, and even enjoy your spouse, when they drive you 
crazy! Join us for a fun and positive look at marriage. 
 
January 20, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
Learning about finances doesn’t have to be a bore, even if you’re a kid! Financial expert Dave Ramsey 
joins us to share how to teach your child to work, save, spend and give—and the dangers of debt. 
 
January 27, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
Jase and Missy Robertson discuss faith, family, duck hunting, and their daughter’s medical journey with 
multiple cranial and facial surgeries. Through the struggles, they learned that God was with them in the 
midst of the heartache and pain. 
 
February 3, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
When warnings, reminders or threats don’t work with your children, they may need some “reality 
discipline!” Dr. Kevin Leman returns with classic parenting advice about how to match actions with your 
words, hold children accountable, and show them unconditional love! 
 
February 10, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
You may think your marriage is safe from adultery, but that’s actually when it’s most vulnerable. Dave 
Carder helps you affair-proof your marriage, by revealing how attractions can lead to affairs, and how 
you can make wise, protective decisions. 
 
 



February 17, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
You can live more simply by eliminating excess clutter! Joshua Becker will address stress clutter points 
for many families: toys, gifts, artwork and paper clutter, and help you to reduce the excess and keep the 
best. A reminder that stuff will never make you happy. Also, In Christ, you are enough. Jennie Allen will 
share her journey through an eating disorder, how she is learning to let go of perfectionism, and how 
striving for acceptance from other’s always leaves you empty. It’s a reminder that only God can fill you 
up and give you peace. 
 
February 24, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
Is your family in the “crazy cycle” of disrespect and defiance? Dr. Emerson Eggerichs provides insight on 
how to stop those patterns in your family, by demonstrating a little love and respect. 
 
March 3, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
When communication isn’t working with your spouse, you may feel like giving up on your marriage. 
We’ll examine a common, but underestimated problem loneliness which brings discouragement and can 
destroy your lifelong commitment! Learn how you can transform your relationship. 
 
March 10, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
As a dad, you have a powerful influence over your son. Dr. Robert Lewis shares a vision of biblical 
manhood for father and son, in terms of knighthood. You’ll learn how ceremony and legacy play a role in 
raising him to be an honorable man. 
 
March 17, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
The teen years can often turn families into a war zone! We’ll describe better ways to work through 
parent-teen conflict, and explain why moms and dads need to let their teenagers grow up! Helpful 
advice and encouragement for parenting teens. 
 
March 24, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 
Bart and Shannon Millard, from the popular band MercyMe, will share the joys and challenges they’ve 
faced in their marriage, the relief they found through counseling, and how they are learning to live 
authentically. It’s a reminder that God is in control and helps direct our paths. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



        

         Keep the Faith 

Sunday 6am-12pm 
WCVO-FM airs a weekly program “Keep the Faith” to address issues of significant 
importance to the residents of Columbus, Ohio and the metropolitan area.  It 
explorers relationships, views and talks about issues facing people every day.  
The weekly 6 hour show airs from 6am-12pm Sundays.  Each talking segment is 
3-5 minutes long in between songs. 
 

January 7, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

When we are looking to make changes in our lives, so often we may be less than confident, and it’s 
because of insecurity. KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell knows that all too well.   

Whether you’ve been through the pain of a single loss or many of them, having a sense of hope is key to 
moving past the pain. John Eldredge is a counselor and author. He shares where he found hope. 

God can reach you wherever you are, and sometimes, in amazing ways. Andrea Logan White shares her 
story when, as a young actress in Hollywood, God connected with her...at a stoplight. 

The world in which we live is so focused on outward appearances, however, God looks at the heart and 
what really matters. At a young age, Mandy Young lost her left leg and hip to a massive infection. But 
she doesn’t let that define her, knowing that God can use the worst circumstance for His glory. 

Your past doesn’t have to make your future scary. Tim Storey is a “Comeback Coach” and speaker. He 
has also experienced several seasons of comebacks in his own life. 

Many times, we get so focused on what we want in life, that God slows us down in the ways we truly 
need. Ainsley Earhardt is an author and co-host of TV’s Fox and Friends. She shares that God wants to 
teach us many things through the lives of those closest to us. 

Being right isn’t always the most important thing, is it? We can’t all be right, all the time. Our friend 
Steve Brown is here to give us some advice. 

When you look back at what God has done in your life, you probably didn’t anticipate exactly how it 
would all turn out. When God told Craig Johnson he was going to use his autistic son Connor to reach 
millions of people, he had no idea how. But he chose to trust God anyway. 

When you’re going through the airport you may often find yourself thankful that there is a weight limit 
on baggage, because heavier baggage is harder to carry around. Pastor Erwin McManus has a few words 
that might encourage you to let go of some of the emotional stuff you might be lugging around. 



Sometimes kids share the most complicated things in a way everyone can understand. Michael Rakeman 
is an entrepreneur and co-founder of Fellowship Home Loans. He shares the story of how one girl told 
her class about her mom and her love. 

Have you ever felt a tugging at your soul…maybe a sense that God is calling you to something different. 
Chad Veach knows the feeling well. He shares some advice on what to do, if you’re feeling a call to 
something big and new in your own life. 

You can live out your dream. Kristina Ellis received both her bachelor’s and master’s degrees for 
free…despite growing up in near-poverty in a single-parent home. She’s learned many lessons on her 
journey, but one memory from her childhood taught her something she will never, ever forget.  

 

January 14, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

We all feel alone every once in a while. It’s especially hard when you’re married and you feel that way. 
Anita Rodriguez felt alone in her marriage for years. After a divorce, she felt even worse…especially 
when she was faced with raising her autistic son, Lucas. 

It’s natural to want to be independent, just look at a two-year-old child. Liz Curtis Higgs shares a 
valuable lesson that she learned about being able to ask for help. 

Happiness and grief are opposites. Or are they? Lisa Harper has been encouraging women to “be happy” 
through her speaking and books, like “The Sacrament of Happy.” 

What if you could make a difference for others in ways you never thought possible…in ways you’ve only 
read about? Bruce Wilkinson says you can. He’s a NY Times best-selling author and he says it starts with 
understanding that it’s not about you. 

One of the great things about love is its ability to overcome huge differences. Heather Avis wrote the 
book “The Lucky Few” as a way to share about her family’s experience with adopting children with 
special needs. 

It’s one thing to offer words of encouragement to someone going through a tough time, but when it’s 
you, well, they’re harder to believe. Mark Hall has been there. He’s the lead singer of Casting Crowns. A 
couple years ago, Mark’s world was rocked by life changing news from the doctor. 

One of the most difficult fears we can face is the possibility of losing someone we love. Joyce Smith had 
to face that fear one winter day. She’s the mom of four boys. One of them had been sleeping over at a 
friend’s house, when she got a call. 

It can be tempting to blend into the crowd, but, Tim Storey says we all can make a big difference.  



It isn’t easy to overcome the pain of our past, especially when it calls on us to let go of resentment. Our 
friend Max Lucado shares why it so important to let go of the resentment, even when the other person 
is not even sorry. 

You know those computer updates that end up causing problems if you keep ignoring them? Maybe the 
same is true in other areas of life. Trish Blackwell is KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach, and she is here to 
help. 

You may have seen it, a parent patiently repeating the same thing until their young child understands it. 
Katie Davis Majors is mom to 13 kids that she adopted after moving to Uganda. She says the lessons 
she’s taught her children have returned to her in unexpected ways. 

When one of the most exciting times in your life is mixed with one of the most difficult times, there’s no 
handbook on how to deal with it. Kari Jobe helps people heal everyday with her songs of worship, but 
recently she found herself in need of healing too.  

 

January 21, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

Maybe you’ve seen the meme that says “worry less, pray more.” Darren Whitehead, is a pastor who co-
wrote a book with Chris Tomlin called “Holy Roar: 7 Words That Will Change The Way You Worship.” He 
picked up this tip from a friend. 

So what is the key to truly standing out…in a good way? Andy Andrews says to make an impact, you 
have to understand the difference between “weird” and “different.” 

You’ve likely gone through some sort of difficulties in life, but where do you turn when things are really 
rough? Mandy Young is a women’s conference speaker who has gone through numerous surgeries in 
her life as a result of a very unique genetic defect.   

It can be one thing to dream of all the big things you want to accomplish in life, but actually 
accomplishing those tasks? Tim Storey says that’s a whole different story. 

Part of growing and being a better person sometimes means learning to deal with things that make you 
feel uncomfortable. Steve Brown is learning to be a better human; even if it means accepting hugs. 

Sometimes you can be so busy doing life, that you can forget to stop and give your family the attention 
that you truly want to. Between touring and leading worship, Matt Redman tried to find ways to spend 
more meaningful time with his family. 

We can all probably name something we think we can’t do, and feel that adventurous lives are reserved 
for other people. KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell is here to help. 



It’s amazing the impact you can have, when you don’t even know it. The question is, what kind of impact 
is it? Mark Koch is a Hollywood producer and promoter. His son Blake happens to be a nascar driver and 
a difference maker. 

Between social media and TV news, it can feel like we’re all just constantly disagreeing on everything. 
It’s easy to wonder if it’s possible to even have a kind conversation with someone we don’t see eye to 
eye with. Dave Burchett offers some advice. 

Things feel different when you’re dating then they do when you’re married. Your relationship changes. 
Richard and Renda Horne are Life Transition specialists. They share how marriage is a real learning 
process. 

Heartache can take many forms…sometimes it’s in disappointment and sometimes it’s in the loss of 
someone close to you. Ainsley Earhardt talks about what she has learned from motherhood, and the 
hard struggles she and her husband endured when they were trying to have a child. 

Decisions, decisions. Life is full of them, but sometimes, you might not have the whole picture. Mark Lee 
is the guitarist for Third Day and has written a new book called “Hurt Road.” In it, he shares how close 
he came to living a very different life. 

 

January 28, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

If you want to change the world, it just might start at home. Nick Vujicic was born without arms and 
legs, but now inspires people all over the world with his story of hope and perseverance. He shares an 
early memory that helped shape him.   

A rut is uncomfortable. But often, we’re just content to stay there. As a world-renowned life coach and 
motivational speaker, Tim Storey helps people move forward every day.   

The choices we make today come from somewhere…maybe from the lessons we learned as kids. So how 
does that happen? Along with Dr. John Townsend, Dr. Henry Cloud is the co-author of the best-selling 
book, “Boundaries.” 

When bad things happen, you can be bitter, or God can make you better. Jo Saxton is learning to choose 
the latter. She opens up about a woman she met that she just couldn’t stop thinking about.   

What’s the end goal? Do you ever really think about that? Julianna Zobrist is a speaker and singer, and 
she’s married to Ben, a major league baseball player for the Chicago Cubs. Knowing the goal changed 
everything for them. 

Bodies aren’t always the only thing that need healing. Sometimes hearts and homes do too. Brant 
Hansen works with CURE International, a worldwide network of hospitals that brings God’s love and 
medical care to kids with treatable conditions.  



It’s amazing what can happen when instead of worrying, we choose to pray. Suzanne Niles and her 
friend Wendy Simpson Little have diligently prayed for each other. And as Suzanne shares, they’ve seen 
the results in very meaningful ways.   

It’s been said that “In a relationship, when communication starts to fade, everything else follows.” But 
communication isn’t easy! Clayton and Ashlee Hurst are marriage pastors at Lakewood Church in 
Houston. They remind us that it all begins with understanding your spouse.   

Sometimes, you know the path you should take, but something is holding you back. Zach Williams had 
started to make his way in music, but was marred by a life filled with alcohol and drug abuse. But his 
story wouldn’t end that way.  

Forgiveness is a wonderful thought until you’re the one who needs to give it. Then you might need some 
guidance. And that’s where KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam comes in.   

So you think you have it all figured out. Well, there are days in life that always dispel that notion. Erwin 
McManus was recently diagnosed with cancer, and has discovered that some things just don’t make 
sense and that’s okay.   

Hope doesn’t erase grief, but it does help prepare you for what’s next. Mona Corwin has lived it. She 
and her husband went through a long period of infertility.   

 

February 4, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

When we mess up, it would be great to have a hole to jump into. But sometimes there’s no hole; there’s 
a spotlight. Max Lucado shares how it can be tough to move beyond our mistakes and find acceptance. 

So often in life we experience joy and expectation for something new, but too often that joy can be 
dashed by tragedy. Author John Eldredge shares about his latest release called “All Things New.”  

One of the greatest challenges you and I face, is to see those around us, like Jesus does. Mandy Young 
was born with a rare genetic disorder, but has overcome her disability. She shares a recent event that 
reminded her that struggles are more than something we just have to get through. 

It’s always reassuring to see that God listens to you when you pray. Mark Koch is a film producer and 
promoter. He’s also spent time managing his son’s NASCAR career. And that will put you on your knees! 

It's been said that we don't have to be defined by our worst mistake. That’s something Earnest Byner 
believes. In January of 1988 the Cleveland Browns were about to score a touchdown and head to the 
Super Bowl. They handed the ball to Earnest, and what happened next has become known simply as, 
“the fumble.” 



There’s a lot of joy in this life, but there’s also a lot of pain. That can make us question our faith in God 
and wonder if He really hears us. Katie Davis Majors assures us that God never moves, and loves us 
exactly where we are. 

How we treat and relate to those of a different race than us, is still a very real subject in our society, and 
in the church. Jo Saxton is a Nigerian who lives in London, and knows that we need to deal with this 
important issue. 

Would you consider yourself to be a “balanced” person? You know, someone who has all aspects of life, 
work, home, family, relationships all weighing equally. Erwin McManus has a different thought about 
whether he is “balanced.” 

Sometimes our kids see things much more simply than we do, and often, that can be a needed reminder 
of what is truly important in the world. Brian Shiele shares the story of a Mom who experienced that in a 
season of turmoil. 

It’s this nutty thing that we all deal with: 20 people can say something nice to you and you’re just going 
to remember the one bad thing. Chelsea Crockett is an author and well-known youtube personality, 
who’s learned a thing or two about encouraging others.  

Encouragement becomes contagious and can rub off on you when its shared by people you interact 
with. When Brenda Solomon couldn’t be in church because she was caring for her daughter, she was 
missing the benefits of that community. 

Maybe you struggle with prayer, and it never seems all that encouraging. Steve Brown is a Bible Teacher 
and Author, and shares a reminder that you don’t always have to say much, to connect with God. 

 

February 11, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

Maybe you’ve heard before that a church should be a place where all are welcome, but it can be a big 
challenge for people with disabilities to feel they belong. Heather Avis experienced it first hand as a 
mother of children with special needs. 

There are many myths about marriage, and Clayton and Ashlee Hurst hear them all the time. They 
provide practical help on how to have the marriage you always hoped and dreamed of. 

A coincidence? Maybe you’re where you are today for a very specific reason. That’s what three 
childhood friends Anthony, Alec and Spencer discovered while they were vacationing in Europe and they 
got on a train.  

Sometimes what we believe and what we see in life don’t agree. Our friend Tim Storey can relate to 
being on top of the world, but feeling so low.  



It’s amazing how making a decision to invest in another person’s life can change their world…and yours 
too. Jim Bradford has written a book called “The Awakening of HK Derryberry.” HK is blind and has 
cerebral palsy. When he was 9, he met Jim, an empty nester who made a simple decision to try a new 
place for coffee.   

It’s ironic how your biggest disappointment can open the door to a life you didn’t even know was there. 
That’s Zach Williams’ story. Before he ever thought about music, he was thinking a lot about something 
else. 

Maybe you feel like a complete mess today. What encouragement do you possibly have to offer? Sheila 
Walsh says, A LOT. She’s on TV, travels the world speaking, and writes books like her latest, “In the 
Middle of the Mess.” 

A chime here...a ring-tone there. Everywhere we go there are constant interruptions. Dr. Henry Cloud 
says we still need boundaries in today’s connected world. 

Painful moments don’t always come with explanations. NY Times best-selling author William Paul Young, 
wrote the book “The Shack” and in many ways, it’s a reflection of Paul’s personal journey. 

It does take two for a healthy marriage, but that doesn’t mean the effort is always divided equally. Nick 
Vujicic is a motivational speaker, and New York Times best-selling author. Nick and his wife have faced 
some unique challenges. 

It’s been said that “You are not defined by your past. You are prepared by your past.” Chonda Pierce is a 
wildly popular comedian. Even though she’s had struggles, she’s touring the country this spring on her 
"Getting Back to Funny" tour. 

Sometimes, despite our best intentions, our words just come out the wrong way. KeepTheFaith’s 
Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam has a story to share about how we can help our relationships grow by 
choosing words that heal instead of hurt. 

 

February 18, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

The question isn’t so much whether or not pain will come, but rather what to do with it when it does. 
Esther Fleece is a speaker and author. In her book “No More Faking Fine,” she opens up about her own 
past and the road to healing and true community. 

We all need to feel like we’re wanted and valued. Our friend Steve Brown shares how even the most 
closed heart can be opened. 

Fear has been defined by some as, false expectations appearing real. DeVon Franklin has contributed to 
movies like “Miracles from Heaven” and the animated film “The Star.” So how does he handle fear when 
so much is on the line? 



Mark Twain once said “The two most important days in your life are the day you were born, and the day 
you find out why.” Now, if that second day only came as naturally as the first! Jen Tringale is a speaker 
and writer. She’s come to realize how important every moment can be in impacting someone else. 

Greatness! Sometimes we fall short of it because we get tired of trying to chase it. Erwin McManus has a 
bit of advice on how you can find and sustain a life that strives toward greatness. 

It may not be as obvious as cameras in your face, but people are watching. KeepTheFaith’s Confidence 
Coach Trish Blackwell experienced it recently and it landed her family a role in a TV commercial. 

Finding calm in the middle of all your crazy would be easy if you could just hop a plane to Hawaii 
whenever you want. But most of us can’t do that. Nicole Johnson went to a retreat led by a friend, and 
discovered you can have peace...anywhere. 

People don’t come with instructions. Or if they do, they’re in a different language! KeepTheFaith’s 
Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam comes up with recipes to help us figure things out.   

Sometimes, one simple change makes a huge difference in life if you’re aware of it. Andy Andrews 
explains how to make this change. 

Panic situations bring out the best and worst in all of us. It can be hard to know where to turn and how 
to find comfort. Our friend Tim Storey has offered encouragement to many going through rough 
moments in life. 

Is it possible that every single thing is shaping us to fulfill our purpose? Jen Bricker was born without 
legs, but it’s given her a huge platform as a world class aerialist, acrobat and speaker. Jen is adopted…so 
where did her unique body and athletic gifts come from? 

When you’re the load-bearing wall that everyone seems to count on, but you have those days when you 
need someone to lean on, what do you do? Dave Burchett shares that even in the midst of a long 
tiresome day, we can still share some hope where it's needed. 

 

February 25, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

Sometimes there are questions you know you should ask, but quite frankly, you don’t want to know the 
answer. Valorie Burton is a bestselling author and life coach. In her late 30's, Valorie was divorced, but 
was in a steady relationship, until a “powerful question” changed everything. 

When you’re facing an obstacle, you don’t always get a quick fix. It takes perseverance. Scott MacIntyre 
is singer and songwriter. He’s also a former American Idol contestant, but he’s different than the others 
on the show. Scott has been blind since birth and has had two kidney transplants.     



When you’re talking to your spouse, how much of it actually makes sense? Time to call KeepTheFaith’s 
Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam! He designs expert recipes that can help you have a stronger marriage, 
healthy kids, and better friendships.   

Something isn’t right. You don’t feel the way others do when sitting in church. What’s wrong? Brant 
Hansen has had those feelings too and has been on a journey to discover where he fits into a world of 
“perfect people.”   

We’ve all been told to dream big and have goals to reach them. But sometimes, it’s obvious that our life 
has taken a different turn. Lacey Buchanan’s first child was born with several disabilities. She opens up 
about how she and her husband have wrestled with unfulfilled dreams.   

While culture changes, certain needs never do, like wanting to truly connect and feel like you can be a 
part of something bigger than yourself. Kirk Cameron and wife Chelsea Noble put together a special 
movie theater event called “Connected,” helping you understand the challenges and opportunities that 
now face us in a social media world. 

The list of things that can go wrong is long. So it’s easy to focus on those things and become anxious. But 
Max Lucado says there’s a way to deal with it.    

So, what’s your purpose in life? Is there a difference between that and your gifting? As a comedian, Tim 
Hawkins says that when it comes to finding your purpose, sometimes we overthink it a bit. 

So many of us try to find a secret formula for making our prayers work. Steve Brown says maybe we’re 
missing the point. 

You’re not perfect. I’m not perfect. So why do we try to appear that we are? Mark Hall of Casting 
Crowns has struggled his whole life with dyslexia, but has found a way to make a difference through 
music and through his scars. 

There are chances every day to encourage someone around us, but we have to have our eyes open. 
Bruce Wilkinson is the author of the NY Times #1 best-seller, “The Prayer of Jabez.” He shares how to be 
on the lookout and make “miracles” a lifestyle.   

One of the most difficult things to have is patience in the tough times. As a singer, speaker, and best-
selling author, Sheila Walsh has had plenty of highs. But as she shares in her books, some of her low 
points have been the most valuable. 

 

March 4, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

Almost every time you reach a mountaintop, you’ve gone through a valley to get there. Nick Foles’ just 
won the Super Bowl as the Quarterback for the Philadelphia Eagles and was named the game’s MVP. But 
even as a high schooler, he had to push through adversity. 



You know, relationships can be tough. But that’s why there are people like KeepTheFaith’s Relationship 
Chef, Dr. Joe Beam to guide us through the rough spots with his own unique recipes for better 
relationships. 

Sometimes you think you have a plan, but then another one presents itself plain as day. It’s been awhile 
since we’ve heard new music from Michael W. Smith and he is back to talk about his two new albums. 

Lots of people these days seem to be obsessed with the latest social media and technology. Chelsea 
Crockett is an author whose videos are all over YouTube. She knows what approach a mom or dad might 
want to take in order to deal with a teen whose attachment to the virtual world is a bit, overboard. 

Robert Kennedy once said that only those who dare to fail, can ever achieve greatly. As a standup 
comedian, John Crist says the key to overcoming failure is to simply get back up and try again. 

Even in the scariest of realities, God is active and doing something amazing. Joyce Smith talks about her 
son, John and how God brought him back to life after having no heartbeat for almost an hour and 
showed that He knows what He’s doing at all times. 

The words we say and actions we take do make an impression on those around us. Tim Storey is a life 
coach whose has helped many people. 

When we trust that we’re truly taken care of, we can relax and enjoy the simple joys of life. Brian Schiele 
is one of the owners and co-founder of Fellowship Home Loans. He shares a story about a simple 
adventure, and how it may challenge us to trust God. 

You’ve probably heard it said many times, “find the good in the bad.” Liz Curtis Higgs was just diagnosed 
with Cancer and is receiving radiation treatments. Liz is a brave woman who in spite of great fear is 
laughing her way through this journey towards victory. 

At times, life can be filled with distress and fear. KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell says 
we may need to start looking at life differently. 

Do you ever get tired of trying to maintain a perfect looking lifestyle? Brant Hansen shares how freeing it 
can be to admit we don’t have it all together and yet, still love one another. 

In a way, your kids are like an imprint you’ll leave on the world. It's a big responsibility. As VP of 
Marketing for Chic-Fil-A, David Salyers has invested his entire career as part of a team committed to 
building the type of company culture people will talk about. 

 

March 11, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

It’s so encouraging to know that no matter what you’ve done, there’s hope for redemption. You might 
not know by hearing it, but that’s where the story behind the song “I Can Only Imagine,” begins. Bart 
Millard from MercyMe shares the story. 



Being kind to someone is pretty easy…when they’re kind to you. But what if there’s someone in your life 
who is anything but kind? Shaunti Feldhahn writes a lot about relationships and shares her story. 

We have all done or said things we later regret. But how do we make it right? Redemption and 
restoration is what the real-life story told in the new movie, “I Can Only Imagine,” is all about. Golden 
Globe nominated actor Dennis Quaid shares about how being a part of telling the story impacted him.  

If forgiveness was easy, we would never have to talk about it. Since it isn’t, there are a lot of books on 
the topic. Andy Andrews shares a key misunderstanding that we have. 

Maybe you have a dream, but you also have someone who says it will never be a reality. Bart Millard of 
MercyMe can relate. His dad was his biggest critic until his dad’s life changed, and then he became 
Bart’s biggest fan. But Bart's experiences with rejection throughout life have served as fuel. 

It’s been said, “legacy is etched into the minds of others and the stories they tell about you.” Our friend 
Tim Storey says we’re all telling a story with our lives. 

We’re all human, and we make messes in life. Whatever your mess, Steve Brown says there is hope for 
you to experience redemption. 

To achieve your dreams, sometimes you just need someone who believes in you. For Jon Steingard of 
Hawk Nelson, one of those people came from a surprising place. When the band’s lead singer left in 
2012, they were in danger of it all falling apart, until someone unexpected stepped in. 

When we face verbal abuse from others, it can be easy to just believe their words to be true instead of 
recognizing that we do have value! Trish Blackwell is KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach and she is here 
to help. 

Bart from MercyMe and Amy Grant talk about the new movie, “I Can Only Imagine.” It’s a story of 
redemption based on Bart’s relationship with his dad, who was verbally and physically abusive. In fact, 
one time, he even broke a plate on Bart’s head. Dennis Quaid portrays Bart’s dad, and watching him play 
the role has opened Bart’s eyes. 

It may not be as callous as the abuse that MercyMe's lead singer experienced from his father, but we 
can easily ignore or even discourage the ones that need our presence the most. Fortunately for Bart he 
was able to reconcile with his dad. KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam has relationship 
recipes to help you improve your relationships. 

Mama said there’d be days like these, even seasons. But do the tough times really have to last so long? 
What’s the purpose? Ann Voskamp says these times in our lives are like seeds. 

 

 

 



March 18, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

When life throws you a curveball, sometimes leaning on others is what will carry you through. Dr. Stuart 
Hoover recently experienced two potential crises back to back and quickly learned that a community 
would give him hope. 

It’s easy to get discouraged when you’re trying, but not getting the results you want. Well, 
KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell has a word of encouragement for you today. 

If your life feels like a rat race, you’re not alone. What are we missing? It’s something Nicole Johnson has 
thought a lot about. 

Many people think that if you work hard enough, you can overcome anything. Scott MacIntyre is a 
former American Idol contestant who was born blind. He's had to learn what to do when confronted by 
a situation that he’s powerless to change. 

You might not think your life could win an award and that could be a good thing. Patrice Washington is 
known by many as “America’s Money Maven.” Her life has been one success after another...or so you 
might think.    

So does God want me to do this, or is it just a crazy thought in my head? Maybe you’ve been there. 
Bruce Wilkinson says there are ways to know!  

It’s so easy to look at people on TV and wish that you could look or be more like them, when in reality, 
it’s what you’re not seeing that’s more real. Tim Storey is a life coach and has some advice 

If your relationship was suddenly thrown into shambles, how would you respond? Shauna Shanks and 
her husband, Micah, are very much in love today. But a few years back, he was unfaithful. Shauna had to 
learn how to let go of her need to control her life’s circumstances. 

In moments of grief, it’s difficult to know what to say. So maybe you shouldn’t say anything. Mark Hall is 
the lead singer of Casting Crowns. He’s found a different way to encourage others during times of loss.  

If you’ve ever asked yourself questions like “Why am I here?” or “What is my purpose?,” then Andy 
Andrews has a perspective that just might help you change the way you look at your challenge. 

If you’re not struggling with it right now, you probably have experienced it at some point in your life. 
That feeling of not knowing just how you fit in this world. Erwin McManus says there are ways to find 
your identity. 

They don’t carry it at the pharmacy, but laughter is a wonderful prescription when we’re feeling down. 
Maybe too often though, your cupboard feels empty. Nick Arnette would love to help. 

 

 



March 25, 2018 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

When someone looks at you, who do they see? As an actor, that’s something Jim Caviezel thinks a lot 
about. He stars in the new movie “Paul, Apostle of Christ.” Playing iconic roles might seem daunting, but 
Jim says reflecting those character traits is something we can all strive for!  

It’s so tough to hold back when you see a problem and think you can help. Michele Pillar recently 
struggled with the urge to help with someone who isn’t actually a someone.  

Why do today, what you could put off until tomorrow? But how about when it comes to doing 
something like forgiving someone who’s hurt you? Our friend Anita Renfroe has some thoughts on that. 

Duncan Phillips and the rest of Newsboys have been a part of the “God’s Not Dead” movies since day 
one. Newsboys’ music is as successful today as ever. But around a decade ago, when their lead singer 
Peter Furler decided to step away, there were serious doubts about the future.  

It seems like we live in a world where there’s never enough. Our friend Steve Brown says it doesn't have 
to be that way. 

Relationships are often like a giant crockpot, and every moment, every conversation is another 
ingredient. KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam brings us his unique recipes each week for 
better relationships and a better life.   

It’s been said that “people can live 100 years without really living for a minute.” In Roma Downey's new 
book, “Box of Butterflies,” Roma opens about seizing the moment.  

Forgiving someone who’s hurt you can be the last thing you want to do. Aaron Davis was a former cop 
who was brutally attacked in the line of duty. His injuries cost him his career and he’s now a pastor. 
Aaron went to his attacker’s parole hearing and had a choice:  bitterness, or forgiveness.   

You can do a lot of things, but not that. Well, maybe you can. Scott MacIntyre is a singer and songwriter. 
In 2009, Scott was on American Idol, but here’s the thing…he’s blind. Scary, huh? 

Becky Thompson is a wife and mom with a big heart for encouraging women. She’s also the author of a 
new book called “Love Unending,”  where she shares about making a conscious decision to love her 
husband like it’s “day one.” 

Stay alert…you never know when you might learn something. Tim Storey is a life coach to many people 
and he’s also the pastor of The Congregation Church in Yorba Linda, California.  

There are times in your life when you feel the struggle and strain of a painful past. Ryan Stevenson is 
hearing the cheers of the crowd now, but it hasn’t always been that way.  

 

 



    Public Service News Events 

WCVO-FM goes well beyond just covering the top five issues every quarter.  The 
station uses its signal to get vital information to the public during times of 
emergencies, and other special news events.  Below are specific examples of 
what aired.  Unless otherwise noted, all news stories were 30 seconds to 1 
minute in length, aired between 6am to 9am, Monday through Friday. 

January 30, 2018 - ISSUE: Business 
Tax Credits for Expansion: 
http://www.dispatch.com/business/20180129/aetna-offered-tax-credits-for-expansion-that-
would-add-350-jobs-in-new-albany 
 
February 1, 2018 - ISSUE: Business 
Kroger Tests No Cashier System 
http://www.dispatch.com/business/20180131/kroger-bringing-its-no-cashier-scan-bag-go-
system-to-some-central-ohio-stores-in-march 
 
February 8, 2018 - ISSUE: Business 
Columbus Cracks Down on Businesses High Crime Rates 
https://www.10tv.com/article/columbus-cracks-down-businesses-high-crime-rates 
 
March 13, 2018 - ISSUE: Business 
Nationwide Insurance Scores 11th in the Nation:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180312/nationwide-11th-in-satisfaction-survey 
 
March 26, 2018 - ISSUE: Business 
Meals on Wheels Group Receives Grant:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180325/meals-on-wheels-group-receives-5-million-challenge-
grant 
 
 
 
January 10, 2018 - ISSUE: Crime 
Teen Convicted of Mass Shooting Plans:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180109/teen-convicted-of-planning-mass-shooting-at-hilliard-
school 
 
January 16, 2018 - ISSUE: Crime 
Couple Arrested After 12 Children Found Shackled:  
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/15/parents-arrested-after-12-children-ages-2-29-found-
shackled-in-california-home.html 
 



 
February 9, 2018 - ISSUE: Crime 
Teen Sentenced in Hilliard Plans: 
https://www.10tv.com/article/teen-sentenced-4-years-planning-mass-shooting-hilliard-davidson-
hs 
 
February 16, 2018 - ISSUE: Crime 
Parkland HS Shooting 
https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/15/us/florida-shooting-victims-school/index.html 
 
March 19, 2018 - ISSUE: Crime 
New Austin Explosion Injures 2:  
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/19/austin-on-edge-after-explosion-leaves-2-injured-cause-
blast-unclear.html 
 
 
 
January 18, 2018 - ISSUE: Public Safety 
Walmart Offers Way to Safely Dispose of Opiates:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180117/walmart-offers-way-to-turn-leftover-opioids-into-
useless-gel 
 
January 18, 2018 - ISSUE: Public Safety 
Mayor plans to make city safer:  
http://nbc4i.com/2018/01/17/mayor-ginther-announced-additional-fund-for-citys-safety-strategy/ 
 
February 1, 2018 - ISSUE: Public Safety 
Despite Threats, Wooster Schools Open Today:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180201/swastika-threat-prompts-school-lockdowns-in-wooster 
 
February 6, 2018 - ISSUE: Public Safety 
More Winter Weather on the Way:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/tracking-2-rounds-snow-week-4-possible-wednesday 
 
February 9, 2018 - ISSUE: Public Safety 
Yogurt Recall 
http://nbc4i.com/2018/02/08/meijer-announces-recall-of-greek-and-low-fat-yogurts/ 
 
 
 
January 5, 2018 - ISSUE: Economy 
Kmart and Sears Stores Closing: 
http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/04/news/companies/sears-kmart-stores-closing/index.html 
 



 
 
January 19, 2018 - ISSUE: Economy 
Austin, Tx, Halts Stadium Plans:  
http://www.dispatch.com/sports/20180117/crew-sc--austin-officials-halt-stadium-site-work-
after-team-owners-dont-provide-feedback 
 
January 19, 2018 - ISSUE: Economy 
Columbus in running for 2nd Amazon HQ:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/columbus-only-ohio-city-make-short-list-amazons-second-hq 
 
February 12, 2018 - ISSUE: Economy 
Food Pantry Patrons Now Able to Order Online:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180211/patrons-of-food-pantry-will-be-able-to-shop-online 
 
March 15, 2018 - ISSUE: Economy 
Rickenbacker Growth Expected to Continue:  
http://www.dispatch.com/business/20180314/officials-planning-for-continued-strong-growth-in-
rickenbacker-area 
 
 
 
January 18, 2018 - ISSUE: Education 
Ohio snow day policy:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/ohio-snow-day-policy-makes-hours-count 
 
February 5, 2018 - ISSUE: Education 
Most Ohio State Fraternities Have Resumed Recruitment:  
http://nbc4i.com/2018/02/04/most-suspended-ohio-state-fraternities-resume-recruitment/ 
 
February 5, 2018 - ISSUE: Education 
School Delays: 
http://nbc4i.com/closings/ 
 
February 7, 2018 - ISSUE: Education 
Convo continues about CCS budget cuts:  
http://nbc4i.com/2018/02/06/teachers-parents-speak-out-about-proposed-columbus-city-schools-
cuts/ 
 
March 13, 2018 - ISSUE: Education 
Mental Health Focus 
http://nbc4i.com/2018/03/12/mental-health-a-focus-at-gahanna-school-safety-discussion/ 
 
 
 



 
January 25, 2018 - ISSUE: Financial 
Toys R Us Closing 182 Stores:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/toys-r-us-could-close-182-stores-nationwide-including-babies-r-us-
dublin 
 
January 31, 2018 - ISSUE: Financial 
Columbus City Schools Cut Budget 
http://nbc4i.com/2018/01/30/columbus-city-schools-begins-process-of-cutting-21-million-from-
budget/ 
 
February 6, 2018 - ISSUE: Financial 
City Council Approves Columbus Budget:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180205/council-approves-894-million-budget-including-
money-for-more-police 
 
 
 
January 18, 2018 - ISSUE: Government 
Government Trying to Avoid Another Shutdown:  
http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/18/politics/house-votes-government-shutdown/index.html 
 
January 26, 2018 - ISSUE: Government 
Kasich Selects New Justice for State Supreme Court:  
http://abc6onyourside.com/news/local/governor-kasich-selects-new-justice-for-state-supreme-
court 
 
February 15, 2018 - ISSUE: Government 
Arrangements Set for Westerville Officers’ Funerals:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180214/arrangements-road-closures-set-for-funerals-of-slain-
westerville-officers 
 
March 21, 2018 - ISSUE: Government 
FDA Considering Flavor Restrictions on Tobacco:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/fda-considers-restricting-flavors-tobacco-products 
 
March 21, 2018 - ISSUE: Government 
Labor Secretary Says Jobs Can Help Prevent Relapse 
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180320/labor-secretary-jobs-can-help-keep-opioid-addicts-
from-relapse 
 
 
 
January 5, 2018 - ISSUE: Health 
CDC reports warning to avoid romaine lettuce:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/officials-warn-about-eating-romaine-lettuce-amid-e-coli-outbreak 



 
January 10, 2018 - ISSUE: Health 
Flu cases on the rise:  
http://abc6onyourside.com/news/local/flu-cases-in-central-ohio-are-on-the-rise 
 
January 16, 2018 - ISSUE: Health 
Three Central Ohio Hospitals Earn Top Rating:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180115/three-central-ohio-hospitals-earn-five-star-federal-
rating 
 
February 2, 2018 - ISSUE: Health 
Number of Babies Born Addicted is Skyrocketing in Ohio:  
http://abc6onyourside.com/news/local/born-addicted-number-of-babies-born-drug-dependent-
sky-rocketing-in-central-ohio 
 
February 7, 2018 - ISSUE: Health 
3D Printing at Nationwide Children's: 
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180204/3-d-printing-helps-doctors-diagnose-and-treat-heart-
patients-at-nationwide-childrens 
 
 
 
January 2, 2018 - ISSUE: Infrastructure 
Cota offers faster service:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/new-cota-bus-line-promises-faster-service-across-town 
 
January 11, 2018 - ISSUE: Infrastructure 
Construction Worker Shortage is Slowing Projects Nationwide:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/shortage-workers-leads-construction-slowdown-across-country 
 
January 31, 2018 - ISSUE: Infrastructure 
Columbus, ODOT, Working to Fill Potholes:  
http://nbc4i.com/2018/01/30/odot-columbus-working-to-fill-potholes/ 
 
March 12, 2018 - ISSUE: Infrastructure 
Battery Power Could Propel COTA:  
http://www.dispatch.com/news/20180311/battery-powered-buses-could-propel-cota-into-future 
 
March 13, 2018 - ISSUE: Infrastructure 
Fight with Traffic Cameras Continues in Ohio Village:  
http://nbc4i.com/2018/03/13/village-takes-traffic-camera-case-to-states-high-court/ 
 
 
 



 
 
January 17, 2018 - ISSUE: Jobs 
Apple is hiring:  
http://nbc4i.com/2018/01/16/apple-hiring-for-work-from-home-positions/ 
 
March 13, 2018 - ISSUE: Jobs 
Buckeye Lake Businesses Looking to Hire:  
https://www.10tv.com/article/buckeye-lake-business-looking-hire-seasonal-help-after-record-
breaking-summer 
 
 
 
January 9, 2018 - ISSUE: Politics 
Koreas to March Together During Winter Olympics?:  
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/09/north-korea-to-send-delegation-to-winter-olympics-
south-koreas-officials-say-after-rare-talks.html 
 
January 10, 2018 - ISSUE: Politics 
Trump’s Bid to End DACA Countered by Judge:  
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/01/10/judge-rules-against-trump-administration-on-
rescinding-daca.html 
 
February 9, 2018 - ISSUE: Politics 
Senate Leaders Face Opposition: 
http://nbc4i.com/2018/02/08/senate-leaders-budget-deal-faces-opposition-in-both-parties/ 
 
March 27, 2018 - ISSUE: Politics 
White House Looking Into Loans to Trump’s Son-In-Law:  
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/03/27/white-house-attorneys-looking-into-loans-to-
kushners-business-over-ethics-concerns.html 
 
 
 


	Through its regular ascertainment process, River Radio Ministries has determined that the following issues were important to the Columbus, Ohio and surrounding communities in the 1st QUARTER of 2018:

